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It's Not About the TechnologySpringer, 2006
This book attempts to answer the question: “What is that mindset, that particular kind of thinking, that is required of us to be successful in a high technology company and why?”

To be sure, the “high” in the high technology does not accord the company any special place in...
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Nano-CMOS Design for Manufacturability: Robust Circuit and Physical Design for Sub-65nm Technology NodesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
This book is the sequel to Nano-CMOS Circuit and Physical Design, taking design to technology nodes beyond 65nm geometries. It examines the challenges that design engineers face in the nano-scaled era, such as exacerbated effects and the proven design for manufacturability (DFM) methodology in the midst of increasing variability and design process...
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Magnetohydrodynamics: Historical Evolution and Trends (Fluid Mechanics and Its Applications)Springer, 2007
Magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) studies the interaction between the flow of an electrically conducting fluid and magnetic fields. It involves such diverse topics as the evolution and dynamics of astrophysical objects, thermonuclear fusion, metallurgy and semiconductor crystal growth, etc. Although the first ideas in magnetohydrodynamics appeared at the...
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Workbench guide to semiconductor circuits and projectsPrentice Hall, 1982
In the chapters that follow, you'll find illustrated plans for a wide assortment of semiconductor circuits and projects that will pay for themselves many times over through useful service. If you're like most of my colleagues in the field, you'll discover just the kind of clear instructions and practical circuits you're after. Each circuit...
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Organic And Inorganic Nanostructures (Atrech House Mems)Artech House Publishers, 2005
Providing you with a comprehensive and up-to-date understanding of organic and inorganic nanostructures, this cutting-edge resource covers all aspects of this fast-growing area of nanotechnology. The book explores the technology, structure, and electrical and optical properties of organic/inorganic nanostructures, as well as their application in...
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System-on-Chip Test Architectures (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2007
Modern electronics testing has a legacy of more than 40 years. The introduction of new technologies, especially nanometer technologies with 90nm or smaller geometry, has allowed the semiconductor industry to keep pace with the increased performance-capacity demands from consumers.  As a result, semiconductor test costs have been growing steadily...
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Low Temperature Electronics: Physics, Devices, Circuits, and ApplicationsAcademic Press, 2001

	Low-temperature electronics has already been studied for more than five decades . Originally the main interest was in fundamental material properties at cryogenic temperatures . Although the real benefits of operating semiconductor devices were clearly demonstrated in the 1970s, a peak in activity occurred a decade later when the cryocompute...
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Electronic Properties of MaterialsSpringer, 2004
"This book will provide an excellent fundamental understanding of materials for the wide range of electrical and electronic appliances.”

This book on electrical, optical, magnetic and thermal properties of materials differs from other introductory texts in solid state physics. First, it is written for engineers, particularly...
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Chemical Mechanical Polishing in Silicon Processing, Volume 63Academic Press, 1999


	In the engineering world, many ideas and plans are conceived in the

	information exchanges that occur over lunch. In the summer of 1997, one of

	the editors (Shin Hwa Li) was assigned to assist our CMP module at the

	Crolles facility of STMicroelectronics near Grenoble, France. One day, in

	the company cafeteria, while sitting near...
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Quantum ElectronicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 1989
This Third Edition of the popular text, while retaining nearly all the material of the previous edition, incorporates material on important new developments in lasers and quantum electronics. Covers phase-conjugate optics and its myriad applications, the long wavelength quaternary semiconductor laser, and our deepened understanding of the physics...
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Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics, Volume 151Academic Press, 2008

	Advances in Imaging and Electron Physics merges two long-running serials-Advances in Electronics and Electron Physics and Advances in Optical and Electron Microscopy. This series features extended articles on the physics of electron devices (especially semiconductor devices), particle optics at high and low energies, microlithography, image...
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Application of Nanotechnology in Water ResearchJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Details the water research applications of nanotechnology in various areas including environmental science, remediation, membranes, nanomaterials, and water treatment


	At the nano size, materials often take on unique and sometimes unexpected properties that result in them being ‘tuned’ to build faster, lighter,...
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